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Visit your job frequently when you have contractors working 
at your house. Establish early on that you’ll be inspecting each 
room. That’s especially important at the beginning of the job 
and when a room is near completion, before drop cloths are 
removed. Painters often arrive before you leave for work. The 
crew is usually cleaned up and gone for the day by the time 
the family is home from work or school. Of course they may 
stay a bit later to finish a wall or to remove drop cloths.

Be sure to ask the crew in the morning if you want them to 
clear a path through the covered furniture so you can watch TV 
or get to your computer in the evening or on the weekend.
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Staying on Top of Painting Projects

Here are some things to discuss with the contractor and crew 
on the first day:

1. Crew guidelines: Communications are essential. Point 
out that the contract states that if workers will be more 
than 15 minutes late, a phone call with their estimated 
arrival time is expected. The crew must not be noisy or 
use unacceptable language on the job site. Smoking is 
forbidden indoors. Designate a bathroom for crew use, 
provide plastic glasses or paper cups for water, and a 
shaded outdoor table and chairs for their lunch. 

2. Quality issues: On the first day that any color is to be 
painted, put a swatch from the crew’s paint supply right on 
top of the small, previously painted test swatch to make 
sure the color matches. Dry the swatch with a hair dryer. 
Don’t accept a poor match -- it might be magnified when 
the room is finished. Lines where one color meets another, 
outdoors or indoors, must be straight, not wobbly. Expect 
good coverage on the first coat even though a second 
coat is planned.

Be on-site to approve each room before plastic drop cloths are 
taken down and furniture is back in place. In short, remove any 
questions about the level of quality you expect for your money.

This may not be the same crew that painted the contractor’s 
recent job that you inspected when scouting a contractor. 
Reserve the right to ask that any one crew member be 

replaced for poor work or behavior. In the unlikely event of 
repeated infractions or poor workmanship, send the crew 
home and talk with the contractor. Once your expectations 
have been enforced during the first couple of days, there 
should be few difficulties. If you inspected previous jobs and 
talked with those homeowners, problems are also less likely.

3. Color issues: You may look at the room and decide that 
the accent wall color needs to be continued around the 
corner on the adjoining wall, or applied to inside back and 
side walls of the room’s built-in book/display case. Keep a 
cushion or bedroom pillow sham available to check early 
on how colors look with each room’s fabrics. Do look at 
colors carefully and halt work if the large wall of color 
doesn’t give the same impression the smaller painted 
swatches did.

This may require a change order to the contract in which the 
added costs are agreed upon. Such delays and expenses are 
not the contractor’s responsibility. It’s wise, at the outset, to 
budget a couple hundred dollars extra for such change orders, 
but also wise not to live for years with an unacceptable color 
for the sake of saving a few dollars today. You’ll know the color 
is perfect when you look at it and say an enthusiastic, “Yes!”

Set expectations and check up regularly so that you end up 
with the colors and the look you’ve anticipated.


